Introduction {#sec1-2047981613511967}
============

Quality assurance (QA) methods for B-mode ultrasound (US) are often based on phantom studies ([@bibr1-2047981613511967] [@bibr2-2047981613511967] [@bibr3-2047981613511967] [@bibr4-2047981613511967] [@bibr5-2047981613511967] [@bibr6-2047981613511967] [@bibr7-2047981613511967]--[@bibr8-2047981613511967]), conventionally performed with manual measurements and visual image analysis ([@bibr1-2047981613511967] [@bibr2-2047981613511967] [@bibr3-2047981613511967]--[@bibr4-2047981613511967],[@bibr6-2047981613511967],[@bibr7-2047981613511967]). Computer programs for automatic image analysis have also been utilized to increase the objectivity, e.g. in reference ([@bibr8-2047981613511967]). In addition, transducer testers for evaluating the functionality of the individual elements are available ([@bibr9-2047981613511967],[@bibr10-2047981613511967]).

International standards and recommendations include a range of routine tests with tissue mimicking phantoms ([@bibr1-2047981613511967] [@bibr2-2047981613511967] [@bibr3-2047981613511967] [@bibr4-2047981613511967]--[@bibr5-2047981613511967]), which are quite tedious to perform. For cost-effective US quality assurance, the tests should reliably reflect the quality of US scanner. According to the recent standards and recommendations by the American College of Radiology (ACR) ([@bibr2-2047981613511967]), American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) ([@bibr3-2047981613511967]), and Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM) ([@bibr4-2047981613511967]), either visual or automatic methods can be used for analysis, while in the guidelines by the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (EFSUMB) ([@bibr5-2047981613511967]) only automatic image analysis is recommended.

In reference ([@bibr11-2047981613511967]), phantom-based uniformity measurements, imaging the air with a clean transducer (air image), and measurements with a transducer tester were compared in order to evaluate which measurements were useful detecting faults related with dead or weak transducer elements or channels in US scanners. The results indicated the usefulness of the methods. On the other hand, none of the methods was adequate alone. Hangiandreou et al. ([@bibr12-2047981613511967]) have also found image uniformity assessment a useful measurement in routine QA. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of other recommended phantom-based QA measurements to detect dead or weak transducer elements or channels in US scanners. The most straightforward approach, visual image analysis and manual measurements, was used. The phantom-based measurements included in this study were depth of penetration, beam profile, near field, axial and lateral resolution, and vertical and horizontal distance accuracy ([@bibr1-2047981613511967] [@bibr2-2047981613511967] [@bibr3-2047981613511967] [@bibr4-2047981613511967]--[@bibr5-2047981613511967]). Depth of penetration and distance accuracy measurements are mandatory in all of the abovementioned standards.

To detect changes in most of the phantom measurements, usually baseline values are needed. Since the baseline specifications in this study were not available from the manufacturers nor from the acceptance measurements, the limits for abnormal QA parameter values for the depth of penetration and for the spatial resolution measurements were estimated utilizing standard deviations in groups of similar transducers operated in similar US scanners.

Material and Methods {#sec2-2047981613511967}
====================

Altogether 33 US scanners with 66 transducers from three different manufacturers were included in this study ([Table 1](#table1-2047981613511967){ref-type="table"}). The transducers were divided into 14 groups consisting of similar transducer-scanner combinations. Each group consisted of three to 12 transducers. Table 1.Measured US scanners and transducers.ManufacturerScanner modelModels (*n*)Purchase yearsMedian purchase yearTransducer modelTransducers (*n*)AlokaSSD-5500 /101998--20042001UST-55455SSD-5500SV /UST-57123SSD5000UST-91264UST-91194GELOGIQ 9142001--20072005M12L1210L44C113.5C48C4LOGIQ S6320062006M12L310L34C3ToshibaAplio XG320082008PVT-375BT3Aplio/Aplio 8032002--20042003PVT-375BT3

The measurements were divided into two groups. Group I consisted of a phantom-based uniformity measurement, scanning air with a clean transducer (air image), and measuring the transducers with a transducer tester. In the uniformity measurement and in the air image, clear vertical streaks or asymmetry starting from the very top of the image were interpreted as defects ([@bibr11-2047981613511967]). For the transducer tests, a Sonora FirstCall aPerioTM system (Sonora Medical Systems, Inc., Longmont, CO, USA) was utilized ([@bibr13-2047981613511967]). The results were categorized as in Mårtensson et al. ([@bibr9-2047981613511967]), meaning that at least two to four dead or weak elements were required for a transducer to be classified as non-functional. The results from the measurement group I were considered defective, if the uniformity measurement or the air image or the transducer test produced a defective result.

Measurement group II consisted of standard phantom-based measurements for B-mode imaging: depth of penetration, beam profile, near field, axial and lateral resolution, and vertical and horizontal distance accuracy ([@bibr1-2047981613511967] [@bibr2-2047981613511967] [@bibr3-2047981613511967] [@bibr4-2047981613511967]--[@bibr5-2047981613511967]). A CIRS General Purpose Phantom Model 040 (CIRS Tissue Simulation and Phantom Technology, Norfolk, VA, USA) was utilized ([@bibr14-2047981613511967]). The uniformity measurement in measurement group I was performed with the same phantom. Attenuation coefficient of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz was used in this study. All the measurements were carried out by the same physicist. Identical scanner--transducer combinations were measured using the same scanning protocols. The main principle in the protocols was to include minimum processing of the signal, e.g. to switch off advanced imaging functions. All phantom-based parameters were measured using two frequencies; the highest and the lowest. The analysis was performed visually with manual measurements.

The averages and standard deviations were calculated for the depth of penetration, and axial and lateral resolution for every transducer--scanner group. The depth of penetration was the depth where the noise started to dominate over the speckle. The values less than the average minus two standard deviations indicated a defective value. The axial and lateral resolutions were checked visually from filaments with different separations (axial: 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm; lateral: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm) in the phantom. Values higher than the average plus two standard deviations were considered as defects.

The result of a near field resolution measurement was defective if the wire closest to the surface (1 mm) did not appear as a dot in the image. If the narrowest point in the diverging beam did not coincide with the position of the lateral focus, the beam profile was considered defective. For the vertical and horizontal distance accuracy the suggested defect levels by Goodsitt et al. ([@bibr1-2047981613511967]), 2% or 2 mm and 3% or 3 mm, respectively, were utilized. The measured distance in the vertical direction was 20--140 mm depending on the depth of penetration of the transducer. The measured horizontal distance depended on the width of the field of view being 20--40 mm in the depth of 30 mm and 40--120 mm in the depth of 90 mm.

The results from measurement group II were considered defective if any of the abovementioned phantom measurement was defective in either frequency measured, except for the vertical and horizontal distance accuracy. With these parameters, a defective result with both frequencies was required to minimize possible effects due to measurement accuracy.

Group II measurements were compared to group I measurements to determine their efficacy in detecting dead or weak transducer elements or channels in US scanners.

Results {#sec3-2047981613511967}
=======

In measurement group I, results with 13 of the 66 transducers (20%) were considered defective. With 23 transducers (35%) a defective result was detected with group II measurements. Concurrent flaws, i.e. a defective result in the both groups, were found with seven transducers (11%). With these seven transducers, the defective result in group II measurements was detected in the vertical distance accuracy (five transducers), horizontal distance accuracy (one transducer), or in the near field resolution (one transducer).

With six transducers (9%), group II measurements had no defects although a defect was found with group I measurements. On the other hand, with 16 transducers (24%) defective image quality was only detected with group II measurements. With 15 of these 16 transducers, defects were found in the vertical or horizontal distance accuracy, and with one transducer in the near field resolution measurement. Defective results in measuring the depth of penetration, beam profile, axial resolution, or lateral resolution were not found in any of the 66 transducers.

Although the sizes of the groups, utilized to estimate the limits for the defective values in the depth of penetration and axial and lateral resolution measurements, varied from three to 12, there was no statistical correlation between the sizes of the groups and the standard deviations of the measured parameters.

Discussion {#sec4-2047981613511967}
==========

This study focused on finding effective phantom-based QA measurements for detecting signal defects when visual image analysis and manual measurements were used. Size and resolution of the monitor in some US scanners may have affected the measurement accuracy. Positioning of the transducer could have contributed to the results, especially with the micro-convex transducers. Also, manual measurements can produce quite large intra- and inter-observer variability ([@bibr15-2047981613511967]). The criterion for the defective result in the near field resolution measurement was based on the previous experience and may not have been fair to older transducers.

Unlike in our study, fault detection from phantom measurements is commonly based on baseline values from the acceptance checks and on a long-term follow-up. However, a long-term follow-up does not necessarily help in detecting deteriorating image quality either ([@bibr16-2047981613511967]), not even when using the most recommended measurements of depth of penetration or distance accuracy ([@bibr12-2047981613511967]). The type of the transducer may also have an impact on the results, especially in the measurements with small target, because of the different number of elements utilized in forming a small part of the image by different transducers.

In conclusion, phantom-based measurements of depth of penetration, beam profile, near field, axial and lateral resolution, and vertical and horizontal distance accuracy did not consistently detect dead or weak transducer elements or channels in US scanners.
